The responses of a zonally symmetric model of the global energy balance to perturbations in incident solar radiation are anaLYzed. The model is forced with seasonally varying insolation and incorporates in a simple way the positive feedback due to the high albedo of snow and sea ice. Meridional em:rgy transport due to atmospheric motions is simulated with lateral diffusion of heat. Meridional energ} transport by oceanic currents is ignored, as are possible variations in cloudiness. Emphasis is placed on the model's sensitivity to the latitudinal and seasonal redistribution of insolation produced by variations in the obliquity, the eccentricity, and the longitude of perihelion of the earth's orbit. It is found that when albedos are allowed to vary, increased seasonal variation of insolation leads to increased tt:mperature in the northern hemisphere. I n all cases considered, the latitudinal extent of perennial sno~ covc:r in the northern hemisphere is particularly sensitive to the perturbations, a response suggesti'{c of the large fluctuations of continental glaciers during the Pleistocene. When the mode! is forced wilh the orbital variations of the past 150,<KX> years, its response is qualitatively similar to the geologic r:cord of that period.
from the orbital variations can be quite large at a given latitude and time of year (as we shall see in detail below), although there is admittedly con~;iljerable compensation when one averages over the year or over the globe. If climatic variables of interest can be shown to depend not just on annual or global mean insolation, but on the: .easonal distribution of insolation as well, then one can hop,: to obtain substantial climatic responses from these perl:urbations.
Encouraged by these observations, we have examined the response to orbital parameter variations of a mode! of the earth's energy balance forced with .easonally varying insolation. The model uses a crude scheme to predict albedos as a function of latitude and time of :;ear. The key to the model's responses i:., in fact, the couplin,~ beltween these seasonally varying albedos and the seasonal I:; varying insolation. Briefly stated, we find that large obliquity and perihelion near northern hemisphere summer solstice produ(:e the warmest climate. We find, in addition, that the northern hemisphere's perennial snow line over land, which we ;lssoc:iate with the limit of continental glaciers, is an exceptionally sensitive part of the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent analyses of paleoclimatic time series obtained from deep-sea cores [Hays et. al., 1976] provide new evidence for the 'astronomical' or Milankovitch theory of the ice ages. Spectral analyses of these time series yield significant peaks at just those frequencies at which the earth's orbitral parameters are known to vary. This result is, we believe, of fundamental importance for our understanding of climatic sensitivity. If the climatic responses to these perturbations are indeed observable in paleoclimatic time series, we have a unique record of responses to known changes in external parameters against which to test theories of climatic sensitivity.
The most common criticism of the astronomical theory has been that the climatic responses to be expected from orbital parameter variations are much too small to explain the glacialinterglacial fluctuations of the Pleistocene [Flint. 1971] . However, recent work with various paleoclimate indicators, such as that done under the Climap project [McIntyre et al.. 1976] , indicates that temperature differences between the last glacial maximum and the present climate are not as large as had earlier been thought. Differences in ocean surface temperature equatorward of 400 latitude average -2°C, and larger temperature changes are primarily confined to high northern latitudes.
In addition, energy balance models of the earth's climate, which attempt to take into account surface albedo variations due to changi ng ice and snow cover, predict that these changes can produce a strong positive feedback to changes in insolation. There is at present no consensus on the quantitative importance of this effect, but the possibility exists, at least, that surface temperatures, particularly in high latitudes, are remarkably sensitive to changes in insolation.
Furthermore, perturbations in incident radiation resulting f8
THE ORBITAL PARAMETERS
The three orbital parameters of concern are the obliquity, the eccentricity, and the 'longitude of the perihelion.' The obliquity cf> is the angle between the mus of rotation and the normal to the orbital plane. It "arie5 from -220 to -24.50 with a dominant period of 40,~XI years. A larger obliquity results in a smaller meridional gradic:nt in annual mean insolation and a larger seasonal variation. The eccentricity t, defined as [I -(b/arr/l, where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the orbital ellipsl:, vallies from -0 to -0.04, with a characteristic period of -IO),<X(I years. The semimajor axis (and tlherefore the period or rc:volution) remains unchanged. For an eccentric orbit the insolation also depends on the position of the perihelion with respect to the equinoxes. We define n to be the angle betwe,:n lines connecting the sun with the positions of perihelion an,j noirthern hemisphere au-25 / WINTER where (Sc/ 4 )~("" 6'; ~;I is the incident fl ux for a circular orbit, where,. = a and t.; = t, and Sc/4 is the global mean flux for this circular orbit. We refer to Sc as the solar constant and tumnal equinox. measured in the direction of the earth's motion ( Figure I ). At present, n = 102°, so that perihelion occurs shortly after northern hemisphere winter solstice. The angle n increases by 360° in approximately 20,000 years. A detailed description of the celestial mechanics involved may be found in the work of Milankovitch [1941] . Figure 2 shows how these orbital parameters have changed over the past 150,000 years, according to the recent calculation of Berger [1973] . I f we let v be the angle between lines connecting the sun with perihelion and with the location of the earth at time I ( Figure  I ), we have the relation (essentially Kepler's second law) s~ r' a2 s.
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.The earth's orbital parameters for the last 150,000 years, according to Berger {1913J. The function S(IJJ. 8; <I> := 23.50). evaluated from the formula by Sellers [1965] , is plotted in Figure 3 . The annual mean flux at a given latitude for an eccentric orbit is I f we alter II, holdi rtg f and 4> fixed, the absorbed solar radiation will change ortly if the planetary albedo changes as a function of (IJ. In order to study climatic responses to the perihelion cycle, we evidently need a model that predicts seasonally varying albt:do:; as well as temperatures, given the seasonally varyirtg insolation.
The insolation Ifc,r an eccentric orbit has the following important symmetry:
S«(IJ, 8; 4>, E, ll) := S'(,., + 180°, -8; 4>, E, II + 180°) (2)
The existence of 1:his symmetry has often been referred to in arguments againsl: 'the astronomical theory (see, for example, Humphreys [1940] ), since the paleoclimatic record does not exhibit this symmetry; 1here seems to be no tendency for ice ages in one hemisphere to follow ice ages in the opposite hemisphere by 10,000 years. However, only models which are themselves symmetric with respect to the equator will preserve this symmetry in their climatic responses. The earth is not symmetric with respect to the equator. The southern hemisphere has less land than the northern hemisphere and smaller seasonal variations of temperature and albedo; it should therefore be relatively insensitive to any redistribution of insolation around the year. i.e., to the value of n. A model designed to evaluate the astronomical theory must take into account this asymmetric continental distribution. We illustrate the character and magnitude of the resulting perturbations in solar nux at the top of the atmosphere in Figures 4a and b . Figure 40 is the difference in the normalized flux S(iN, 8)/(S,,/4) between 10,000 and 30.000 years B.P. (before present). Because of a low value of the eccentricity during this period. the difference is predominantly due to the change in obliquity. Figure 4b is the difference in insolation between 75,000 and 85.000 years B.P.; during this period, both changes in obliquity and longitude of the perihelion are important. Note that we have plotted the differences in insolation at the same values of iN. not the same values of t. If we choose time as the abscissa, the form of the plot depends on which points on the two orbits we choose to identify with t = O. Equation (I) suggests that when considering changes in n, it is useful to look at the variables as functions .of iN and 11 rather than of t and 8. and we shall consistently use this representation in the following. We emphasize that at a given latitude and point on the orbit the perturbations are quite substantial. The anomaly near the pole at southern hemisphere summer solstice in Figure 4b , for example. is 22% of the annual global mean insolation. We note also that these anomalies have a rather complicated structure. Since the climatic system is itself rather complicated. the problem of computing the detailed responses to these perturbations promises to be with us for some time. It is hoped, however, that calculations with relatively simple models will be sufficient to establish the plausibility of the astronomical theory.
THE MODEL
With these considerations in mind we construct a zonally symmetric model of the earth's energy balance and study the~V sensitivity of its seasonally varying eq~ilibrium states. The moderation of the seasonal variation of l;emperatures through heat storage in the oceans is modeled by assuming that part of the earth's surface is covered with a ~~O-m-deep isothermal layer of water. The time required to bring these 40 m of water (and the sea ice within this layer) into equilibrium is the longest explicit time scale in the model. In most of the cases discussed below a satisfactory equilibriurrl is reached in 50-100 years. Orbital parameter variations are n.:gligible on such time scales, so we need only consider the model's equilibrium responses to different sets of orbital parameters. Time scales associated with the large heat capacity of abyssal waters or with the growth and deformation of continental glaciers may significantly alter conclusions drawn from such equilibrium calculations, a point that must be kept in mind when comparing our results with the geologic record.
The model we have chosen differs from other energy balance climate models discussed in the literature: in certain important respects. 1 n most other models (those patterned after Sellers [1969J and Budyko [1969J) the outgoing radiation at the top of the atmosphere, the meridional energy transport, and the albedos are parameterized in terms of surface te:mperatures. We have instead attempted to separate thc: surface and atmospheric energy balances and predict atmospheric lapse rates. Lapse rates can be expected to change seasonally as well as in response to other changes in external forcing. Figure 5 shows the observed seasonal variation of the potential temperature difference between 500 and 1000 mbar i:rI the northern hemisphere (data taken from Oort and Rasmussen [1971 J) . The largest seasonal changes occur in high I~titudes, precisely the region where most of our interest will be focused. Wetherald we can make explicit assumptions regarding atmospheric absorbers and temperature profiles. We have, in particular, assumed that cloud amounts, heights, and radiative properties remain unchanged under the perturbations considered. We do not contend that cloud feedbacks of various sorts are of no importance for this problem. We feel, rather. that any attempt to incorporate them at this point is as likely to detract from as to improve our results. For the same reason we have ignored heat transport by ocean currents. A detailed description of the model follows. The sensitivity of three versions of the model to the value of the solar constant is discussed in section 4, hoping to motivate our final choice of model for use in the orbital parameter study. The three ver. sions differ in the assumed distribution of land and in the way in which land surface albedos are determined. The model's sensitivity to the different orbital parameters is discussed in section 5. I n section 6 these results are combined to form the model's 'paleoclimatic record. ' The model consists of zonally averaged energy balances at two atmospheric levels. A linear diffusion simulates the meridional transport of energy by the atmosphere. We choose the potential temperatures at 250 and 750 mbar as our dependent variables: and added to (3), as illustrated in Figure 6 " Dividing the (itmospheric heating rates Q~ into contributions due to long and short wave radiation, QLW and Q""w, and to sensible and latent heat fluxes from the surface, Q".;H and 
The subscripts k = I, 2 refer to variables defined at the upper and lower levels, respectively. Q is the diabatic heating; e is the potential temperature; p, 11, and tare pressure,latitude, and time; r. is the radius of the earth; Po is the surface pressure; 1/ = ('Y -I )/'Y, where 'Y is the ratio of the heat capacity of air at constant pressure Cp to that at constant volume; and Co is the heat capacity (per unit area) at constant pressure of half the atmospheric mass. The values of these and other parameters we shall require a~~ listed in Table I . The diffusion coefficient D controls the meridional temperature gradients and therefore the strength of the albedo feedback [Held and Suarez. 1974] . We have used D = 3.4 X 1<1 m2/ s for all calculations reported below. This value is typiJ:al of the diffusivities used in other simple climate models and was where subscripts Land 0 refer to quantities computed over land and ocean, respectively. We assume that water vapor condenses at the same latitude at which it evaporates and in the lower half of the atmosphere, except when the convective adjustment transfers some of this heating into the upper layer (as described below).
Q."K' and QLK' are computed by using the scheme described by Held and Suarez [1978] .
Whenever the model's 'static stability,' 0 = (01 -O2 )/2, falls below a critical temperature-dependent value, 0crll' an amount of energy QCA is exchanged between the two layers, leaving unchanged the mean atmospheric temperature, r = (TI + T2)/2, and forcing 0 to equal0crll. We set 0crll = (0,MA -~MA)/2, where 01MA and 02MA are the 250-and 750-mbar potential temperatures on that moist adiabat with mean temperature T = [(PI/PO)' 0111A + (P2/PO)" 02I1A]/2. 0crll as a function of T is shown in Figure 3 of Held and Suarez [1978] .
The land is assumed to be a zero heat capacity surface where the following balance holds:
where aL is the land surface albedo, £, is the downward longwave at the surface, and S is the incident shortwave flux at the ground obtained from the radiative calculation. Assuming a simple drag law at the surface, the sensible and latent heat fluxes are given by.
T, is the atmospheric temperature at the ground, L is the latent heat of vaporization, and CD is a drag coefficient (see Table I ). R(T) is the saturation mixing ratio at 1000 mbar. The surface is assumed to be saturated, while the relative humidity of the atmosphere at the ground is assumed to be 80%. The land surface temperature T °L is obtained by satisfying this balance. The model's dependence on the scheme used to compute the albedos a L will be discussed in section 4. The 40-m-deep ocean is assumed isothermal in the vertical, with temperature Too. In the absence of sea ice the rate of change of Too is given by We describe the sensitivity of three different versions of this model to the value of the solar constanl. In all three versions the earth's orbit is assumed to be circular, E = 0, and the obliquity is set equal to 23.5°.
I n the first version the fraction of land, f(fJ), is assumed to equal 0.3 at all latitudes, and the land albedo a L is assumed tobe the following discontinuous function of land surface temperaturp over land. When the temperature falls b,:low 273°K, sea ice is formed and ao is set equal to 0.7. The seE ice thickness J is then predicted by using a scheme similar to that used by Bryan [1969] .
Energy is conserved by this model in the sense that *J dO cos 01co(T1 + T2) + [I -/(O)](coT 0 + PiL,J)} equals the net downward radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere. Equation (3) is integrated numerically by using a Crank-N icho]son scheme. The time step is (I year)/ I 00 and the meridional resolution 2° latitude. In some cases the sea ice thickness is still growing at the end of the integration, but the heat flux through the ice (which is inversc:ly proportional to ice thickness) is then negligible in the atmosphere's energy balance.
This model is essentially the same as a two-level primitive equation atmospheric model designed by the authors for climatic sensitivity studies [H eld and Suart'::. 1978] except that all of the dynamics in that model have been replaced by a linear lateral diffusion of heat. We view this stlldy, in part, as preparation for a similar study with the primitive equation model. 
aL=0.7 ToL<273°K
In the second version, /(0) is still taken to be 0.3 everywhere, but a snow budget is included in the calculation by making a very simple assumption regarding the rate of snowfall. Land albedos are then assumed to depend on the presence (a L = 0.7) or absence (a L == 0.1) of snow.
In the third version we retain this snow budget but choose /(0) to correspond to the present continental distribution. Figure 7 is a plot of the solar constant dependence of the seasonal maximum and minimum 'snow ,:over' and sea ice extents. (Land is considered 'snow covered' when TOL < 273°K). Below a solar constant of 1.96 Ly,/min the only possible equilibrium state of the model is the totally snow-and ice-covered state. For solar constant!; I~reater than) .96 Ly/ min, two states are possible: the total I} ice covered state and the partially ice covered state shown in the figure. The totally ice covered state is an equilibrium state for all solar constants less than 2.6 Ly/min.
As one might surmise from the unrealistically high values of the solar constant in Figure 7 , the mod,:1 has a high planetary albedo (-0.33 when the surface albedo is 0.). As we are primarily concerned with qualitative differences between equilibrium states, we have not adjusted the radiation mode! to 90, 80 70 due to surface fluKes Bind stabilization by moist convective adjustment. (:) is ther~fore maintained at its moist adiabatic value (:)crlt. Since e'crtt increases with increasing temperature, tropical surface temperaltures are less sensitive than SOO-mbar temperatures (as !;uggested by Kraus [1973] ). In high latitudes the b'alance is between the stabilizing effect of the radiative flu;(es (:the infrared cooling rate of the lower half of the atmosp;here being much greater than that of the upper half) and de:;tabilization by lateral heat transport (the poleward diffusive 11ux ibeing larger in the lower layer, where the temperature gradient is larger). We find a very similar high-latitude stability balance in our companion two-level primitive equation Behavior of the 'snow cover' and sea ice limits in version J as a function of solar constant. orrect this bias (an adjustment which could most plausibly be made by modifying our cloud amounts or albedos). A noteworthy feature in Figure 7 is the extreme sensitivity of permanent snow cover over land, which exists for a range of less than 1% of the solar constant. As was discussed by Held and Suarez [1974) for an annual mean climate model, the sensitivity of the snow line and the strength of the albedo feedback are inversely proportional to the temperature gradient near the snow li.ne. In this seasonally varying case the sensitivity of permanent snow cover, the snow cover which survives the summer, is controlled by the small land surface temperature gradients during summer. Once summer surface temperatures at high latitudes fall below freezing, they do so over a large area. The weaker sensitivity of the maximum snow cover may be similarly explained by noting its dependence on larger mid-latitude surface temperature gradients during winter. The moderate seasonal variation of the sea ice leads to an ice extent intermediate in sensitivity between these two extremes. (The model produces a very large area of sea ice, presumably because we have neglected oceanic heat transport. )
The sensitivity of the model's surface temperatures is strongly latitude dependent. Annual mean surface temperatures averaged over land and ocean are plotted in Figure 8 for three values of So along with annual mean' 500-mbar' potential temperatures, ~ = (01 + O2 )/2, and annual mean potential temperature differences between the two model layers, 01 -O2, Surface temperatures are much more sensitive in high than in low latitudes, while the sensitivity of 500-mbar temperatures is nearly independent of latitude, a difference accounted for by changes in the model's static stability. The simplest diffusive energy balance models [North. 1975) do not predict such strong latitudinal dependence in sensitivity. The results from the GCM calculations of Wetherald and M anabe [1975) , however, are qualitatively similar to those obtained here.
The balance of terms contributing to the rate of change of the model's stability aD/at is strongly latitude dependent. In low latitudes the primary balance is between destabilization decrease until compensating changes in longwave cooling and transport are generated.
In the earth's atmosphere we expect the vertical transport of sensible heat by large-scale eddies to playa significant stabilizing role in mid-latitudes. We have ignored this transport completely. We find that the model's differential horizontal transport is capable of maintaining reasonable mid-latitude stabilities, and rather than introduce additional model parameters by trying to incorporate the vertical sensible heat flux, we have simply decided to omit it. How this distortion of the stability balance affects climatic sensitivity is unclear. (Schneider and Dickinson [1974] suggest that this vertical flux has ã ignificant destabilizing effect.) Figure 9 shows the seasonal variation of the potential temperature difference between 500 mbar and the ground (~-T,) predicted by the model for S" = 2.05 Ly/min, to be compared with the observations in Figure 5 . There is qualitative agreement between model and observations. Both, for example. show a relative maximum in the mid-latitude stability during summer. which in the model is due to moist convection forcing = ~crll at these times.
Although this model climate does seem reasonable in some respects, of prime concern for the ice age problem is the sensitivity of the perennial snow cover over land, i.e., continental glaciers. As we have seen in Figure 7 , perennial snow cover appears at solar contants only slightly greater than the critical value below which the ice-covered earth is the only equilibrium state. We try to obtain a more reasonable result for this part of the model before proceeding.
Version 2: Inclusion of a Snow Budget
This exaggerated sensitivity of the perennial snow cover is largely due to the dependence of land surface albedos on land surface temperatures. Surface albedos over land should depend on the presence of snow, albedos remaining high until the snow accumulated in winter has melted. Unfortunately, without having a model which predicts water vapor transport, the effects of snow accumulation can only be studied by making some more or less arbitrary assumption regarding the rate of snowfall. We simply assume that snow falls at a fixed latitude- . Seasonal variation of the static stability in the lower half of the model atmosphere(~ = (e, + E.. )/1. and T. is the atmospheric temperature extrapolated to (XX) mbar) for version I with S, = 2.05 Ly rnin-I, dependent rate whenever temperaturt:s fall below freezing. The snow depth is then predicted as described by Suarez [1976] .
We now let land surface albedos depemj on the presence of snow:
aL=O.1 SL=O aL=O.7 SL)'O Equilibrium states are again obtained at several values of the solar constant, and the maximum and minimum snow and sea ice covers are plotted in Figure 10 . Compared with version I, the sensitivity of the minimum snow extent is sharply reduced, with 'continental glaciation' occurring between the solar constants of 1.96 and 2.06 Ly/mirl. The maximum snow limit is not significantly affected by the snow budget.
The sensitivity of the model's perennial snow cover is evidently strongly dependent on the treatment of the snow budget. Our assumption of a prescribed snow fall rate seems to yield more plausible results than those obtained with a temperature-dependent albedo, so we retain this snow budget in the calculations described below. Evidently, a larger seasonal variation can have either a warming or a cooling effect, depending on tl1e value of So. At a value 90r-.., 300-m . :i. Behavior of snow cover and sea ice limits in version 2 as a function of solar constant.
of Sc low enough that there is significant sea ice and snow cover when the seasonal variation is small. a larger seasonal variation will likely have a warming effect, since snow will melt in the summer. decreasing annual mean albedos. The GCM of Wetherald and Manabe [1972J behaves in just this way. At a solar constant large enough that little ice or snow is present when the seasonal variation is small, an increased seasonal variation will have a cooling effect. since snowfall in the winter will increase the annual mean albedos. The southern hemisphere's seasonal variation is small, so its mean temperature changes from colder to warmer than that of the northern hemisphere when its permanent ice and snow disappear. In our orbital parameter experiments we will be working with a solar constant sufficiently low that we expect a larger seasonal variation (large obliquity or perihelion near summer solstice) to produce a warmer climate.
SENSITIVITY TO THE ORBITAL PARAMETERS
We describe orbital parameter sensitivity experiments with version 3 of the rnodel, and with the solar constant fixed at Sc = 2.01 Ly/min. If 'Ne choose a higher value of solar constant, we find thai: the Antarctic ice cap disappears for some values of the orbi1al parameters. As it is well established that the Antarctic ice =ap has existed throughout the Pleistocene [Flint. 1971 J, we choose a solar constant small enough that our model agrees with the record in this respect. Sc = 2.01 produces a rather cold! climate with an annual global mean surface Iemperature of -9°C when E = 0 and <I> = 23.5°. Albedo feedback is very strong about this point, the sensitivity of global mean temperature to a 1% change in solar constant being -4°C (as ,=omp,ared with 1°C in the absence of albedo feedback ).
We begin by considc:ring the response to obliquity variations in the range 22° :~ <I> ~ 25°, retaining a circular orbit. The anomaly in insolation for a 1.5° obliquity increase is shown in Figure 13 , along with the unperturbed «I> = 23.5°) sea ice and snow boundaries. Figure 14 shows the response to obliquity variations of the !;easonal limits of snow and sea ice in the northern hemisphc:re. The northern hemisphere's permanent snow line over land once again is particularly sensitive, retreating from 61 oN to ~'9° N as <I> is increased from 22° to 25°. Behavior of snow cover and sea ice limits in the two hemispheres of version 3 as a function of solar constant. but there is little movement of the maximum snow and sea ice limits. Figure 15 shows the northern hemisphere temperature changes at the surface and at 500 mbar produced by the 3°o bliquity increase. North of 30°, surface temperatures are substantially more sensitive than 500-mbar temperatures; once again changes in static stability are substantial. The hemispheric mean surface temperature change is 1.9°C.
The same change in perennial snow cover (61°-79°N) can be accomplished by increasing the solar constant from 2.0 to 2.025 Ly min-I, approximately 1.3%. The temperature response to such an increase in solar constant is 5°C in the hemispheric mean and> 9°C in high northern latitudes, as shown in the lower half of Figure 15 . The fact that the solar constant change requires a larger change in annual mean highlatitude temperatures to produce the same displacement of the perennial snow line emphasizes the importance of the seasonal redistribution of insolation resulting from the obliquity perturbation.
Movement of the sea ice and snow boundaries in the southern hemisphere in response to obliquity variations is negligible (~~ latitude equals one grid point). Referring to Figure 13 , we note that the sea ice and snow boundaries have little seasonal variation and are located at a latitude where the annual mean insolation anomaly due to obliquity variation is small. 1 f the ice cap boundary were poleward of -60° latitude, however, we would expect substantia! reponse to the annual mean obliquity anomaly, as illustrated in Figure 10 of Held and Suarez [1974] .
The value of the eccentricity E affects the insolation in two distinct ways; by modifying the annual global mean insolation by the factor (I -E')-1/2 and by determining the amplitude of the seasonal redistribution of insolation due to changes in the longitude of perihelion. The insolation anomalies for(E =0.04, n = 0°) and (E = 0.04, n= 90°), with E = 0 as reference, are shown in Figure 16 along with the unperturbed snow and sea ice boundaries. The anomalies for n = 180° and n = 270°c an be obtained from the symmetry (2).
For E = 0.04 the (I -E')-I/' factor is equivalent to a change in solar constant of 0.08%. From our solar constant experiments we estimate the tesponse to be -0.3°C in northern hemisphere mean surface temperature and -1° latitude in the This curve provides a reasonable fit except for the II = 45°c
ase. (Evidently, 2° meridional grid resolution is inadequate for resolving the small shifts in the maximum snow and sea ice limits. These small shifts have a significant effect on the hemispheric mean temperature response.) We see from Figure 17 that the model's response to the perihelion cycle with f = 0.04 is comparable in magnitude to its response to obliquity variations of:!: 1.5°. Values of II = 0 and II = 180° produce snow and ice boundaries similar to those of the f = 0 case. Perihelion is at the equinoxes in these cases, and the biggest insolation anomalies occur when polar latitudes are receiving little insolation. F or II = 90° and II = 270°, perihelion is at one of the solstices, and the anomalies bear more directly on the sea ice and snow margins. The warmest case is II = 270°, the sign of the temperature response being that of the insolation anomaly during the summer half year, as suggested by Milankovitch [194IJ. Insolation is large and surface temperature gradients are small during the summer. and therefore summer insolation anomalies produce large changes in albedos that in turn cause large changes in absorption.
In going from II = 90° to II = 270° we find that the mean northern hemisphere albedo decreases by 0.01. Averaged over the hemisphere, we find that 20% of the decrease is due to increased absorption in the atmosphere, 20% at the ocean surface. and 60% at the land surface. In addition, only half of ;j:
the change in ab!.orption at the land surface occurs at those latitudes that becomc: 'deglaciated,' the rest occurring at latitudes that are snow c:overed for only part of the year in both experiments. Thu:; if ,one considers only the changes in albedo due to the glaciers themselves. one underestimates the global mean change in planetary albedo by a factor of 3. Changes in the model's southern hemisphere in response to the perihelion cyc:le are very small ($ O.3°C in hemispheric mean temperature), too small to be accurately determined with our meridiional resolution. The changes that do occur generally have the solme sign as those in the northern hemisphere. 1 n any case, the symmetry (2) is definitely not observed in the model's r'esponses.
THE MODEL'S PALEOCLIMATIC RECORD
Experiments have been performed with the orbital parameters displayed in Figure 2 at each SOOO-year interval into the past. The results for I:he variations in snow and sea ice extent. presented previously by Suarez and Held [1976] , are shown in Figure 18 along with one of the most detailed records of paleotemperature:; in the North Atlantic [Sancetta et al.. 1973] . The corre!;ponding changes in mean northern hemisphere surface tc:mperature, alT!. are plotted in the lower half of Figure 19 . Assuming that the responses to the several orbital parameters are additive, we extract from the results of the preceding section the formula SUAREZ AND HELD: CLIMATE MODEl, VARYING ORBITAL PARAMETERS~, .
;j";~;(; R;~' ;j,t:
"ii,'!!!:
iiJ.", ,i:'1 1 ,.7,"~-"t~i ; is certainly possible that our model is exaggerating this sensitivity. We note, for example, that the assumed difference between bare soil or open water (0.1) and snow or sea ice (0.7) surface albedos is undoubtedly too large, particularly with regard to seasonal snow cover. But are not the ice ages, in fact, evidence for such exceptional sensitivity? Is it possible for the orbital variations to produce climatic responses of ice age proportions without high northern latitudes being particularly sensitive to all sorts of small perturbations in the earth's energy balance? Calculations with more convincing climate models are certainly needed to answer these questions.
